WARNING: Brainstorming Ahead

Part for Making Crap Up
Evolution of Reference?

“Remote Reference”
Time-Shifting
Quality (Log Analysis)
Peer to Peer
Disconnect Reference from Collection
Evolution of Reference?
Other Kind of Change?
Adoption/Extension
Extension/Adaptation
Revolution
Revolution in Reference?
Reference the Short Form
Hey Jeff, do you know where I can find the lyrics to this song? Hold on...

Here’s a Scape someone did on the lyrics, I’ll bring it in.

Cool, but I know I’ve heard something like this before.

Hi...do you know if this song is a remake? Actually it is a remake of a song from Fiddler on the Roof. I’ll go ahead and add that information.

You know, she also remade a song from Sound of Music.

You can find the lyrics on Wikipedia.

http://quartz.syr.edu/rdlankes/blog/?p=460
Trevi Fountain
4,300 Conversation Available, 20 Relevant to Tourism

Available Experts:
Paolo Genovese
Dante Demasi
Guiseppe Verdi
Cynthia Patt

Local Questions: Why throw coins? What is the Exchange Rate? Where is the best gelato?

Oceanus (god of all water)
See Related Items and Questions

Standing Query: Recommended Restaurant 300m
Chart a New Course

- Time to Think “Out of the Desk”
- Dream Big
- Answer the Member Question...Eventually
  - Take Advantage of Technology